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The distributed quantum information processing and hybridization of quantum platforms raises
increasing demands on the quality of light-matter interaction and realization of efficient quantum
interfaces. This becomes particularly challenging for needed states possessing fundamental quantum
non-Gaussian (QNG) aspects. They correspond to paramount resources in most potent applications
of quantum technologies. We demonstrate the generation of light with provably QNG features from
a tunable warm atomic ensemble in a single-mode regime. The light is generated in a spontaneous
four-wave mixing process in the presence of decoherence effects caused by a large atomic thermal
motion. Despite its high sensitivity to any excess noise, a direct observability of heralded QNG light
could be achieved due to a combination of a fast resonant excitation, large spectral bandwidth, and
a low absorption loss of resonant photons guaranteed by the source geometry.

INTRODUCTION

Nonclassical states of light have provided a paramount
resource for pioneering studies of quantum aspects of
radiation and demonstrations of quantum paradigmatic
phenomena in matter. They allowed a successful initial
tests of quantum information theory and evolved into
a natural carrier of quantum information over long dis-
tances. In modern applications of quantum optics, they
have developed into an efficient interconnect between
various quantum platforms with complementary proper-
ties [1] and correspond to an indispensable resource for
quantum communication tasks. The generation of non-
classical single photons has since become nearly a rudi-
mentary experimental exercise and it has been achieved
with provably strong sub-Poissonian character in a wide
range of implementations [2].

However, for the majority of the prospective appli-
cations of quantum technologies, a mere nonclassical-
ity cannot provide a boosting resource over the anal-
ogous classical approach, but the enhancement must
be supplied by the sensitive quantum non-Gaussian
(QNG) properties available either as QNG input states or
through the controllable nonlinear QNG interactions [3].
By the definition, QNG states hallmark intrinsically non-
linear character of the source [4, 5] and already serve as
an indispensable resources for the nontrivial character of
quantum sensing [6, 7], and error correction [8–11], domi-
nantly for motional states of trapped ions and microwave
radiation in the superconducting circuits. Despite of the
optical implementations being significantly more chal-
lenging, past two decades brought several stimulating
proof-of-principle demonstrations of the QNG states from
the heralded cavity OPO sources [12–20], and recently
also from heralded single-atom source [21], signified by
the observation of the negativity of Wigner function [22].
The analysis of optical fields experiencing strong attenua-
tion, where evaluations based on the negativity of Wigner
function fail, has been enabled by the development and
implementation of the QNG criteria based on the precise
knowledge of the few lowest photon-number probabili-
ties [23–26]. Such states of light can already find applica-

tions in quantum communication and interfaces [27, 28].
Although the provable QNG properties of single-photon
states have been unambiguously demonstrated in several
optical platforms with complementary features, the cru-
cial ability to efficiently interact with matter and form
together complex interfering quantum systems remains
elusive [3, 29–32]. Importantly, utilization of QNG light
in the interaction with matter requires a well defined de-
grees of freedom corresponding to ideally a single opti-
cal mode, which would enable an efficient excitation of
atomic or solid-state transitions.

The generation of QNG light source capable of coher-
ent and efficient interaction with atoms and with other
QNG light sources has been approached using various
experimental platforms. Intrinsically single-photon emit-
ters, including single trapped cold atoms or ions, allow
for a direct observability of genuine QNG properties due
to a good isolation from an environment and are work-
ing in a provably close-to a single mode regime, how-
ever, typically provide either low photon rates [21] or
low photon detection efficiencies [25]. QNG sources im-
plemented by a heralded generation of states approach-
ing single-photon Fock states in various optical nonlinear
processes [3, 14, 20, 23, 24, 33–35] naturally allow for
notably higher photon generation efficiencies assisted by
a directionality of the underlying optical phase match-
ing, however, they typically contribute with many spec-
tral and temporal modes simultaneously. A multi-mode
spectral nature of a free-space SPDC is typically un-
avoidable and, in addition, its certification by interfer-
ometric measurements is in feasible bandwidth regimes
extremely challenging. A conventional enhancement of
modeness in these systems corresponds to a severe fil-
tration resulting in a small two-photon coupling efficien-
cies accompanied by a high susceptibility of observabil-
ity of QNG to residual noise. Despite significant ad-
vancements in demonstrations of operation of narrow-
band SPDC sources utilizing optical cavities have been
demonstrated [36–42], with most recent works approach-
ing a single-mode regime [43], a provable observation
of a single-mode QNG light still remains an open chal-
lenge [3]. A rapid development in realization of spon-
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taneous four-wave mixing (SFWM) photon sources with
warm atomic vapors over the past decade brought exper-
imentally very feasible demonstrations of a rich variety
of spectrally narrow-band and provably nonclassical light
with strongly sub-Poissonian and anti-bunched statistics
promising a natural applicability for interaction with tar-
get atomic ensembles and storage in quantum memories
due to their spectral compatibility [44–54]. However,
to unambiguously surpass the QNG thresholds [55], the
combination of a residual two-photon noise component
and a two-photon coupling efficiency, which are partially
competing requirements, have to be established at an un-
precedented level [3, 55]. At the same time, the tem-
poral and spectral modeness of the heralded fields from
atomic ensembles with emission spectra dominated by a
Doppler broadening in the heralded two-photon regime
remains an open question. While the competition be-
tween the SFWM gain, absorption losses, and incoherent
scattering has been in schemes employing atomic lambda-
level configuration widely suppressed with the help of
electromagnetically-induced transparency for near reso-
nant anti-Stokes fields, this approach limits feasible spec-
tral bandwidths to several MHz and sets an effective max-
imal rate of photon generation in the single-mode regime.
Another notable approach employs a ladder electronic
level scheme, where effects of large Doppler shifts can be
conveniently mitigated in a counter-propagating geom-
etry and, in addition, it naturally avoids the dominant
noise contribution - Raman noise [46, 48, 53]. We believe,
it could present a feasible experimental alternative to the
scheme presented here.

Here we present a demonstration of heralded emission
of QNG light from warm atoms in a single optical mode
by the generation of photon pairs in a SFWM in a con-
figuration which avoids any additional frequency filter-
ing of the spectrally matched bi-photons and, simultane-
ously, allows for suppression of losses of the near-resonant
heralding anti-Stokes field. The measured QNG depth up
to 43 % of optical loss opens directions to applications in
atomic experiments based on this SFWM source.

RESULTS

The feasibility of a single-mode QNG regime based on
the conditional detection of photonic state from SFWM
in a warm atomic ensemble necessitates suppression of
several phenomena contributing with noise and losses to
typical realizations of sources of nonclassical light with
warm atoms [47, 50]. It requires tedious simultaneous
optimization of SFWM source parameters. These in-
clude the matching of the coherence properties and of the
frequency bandwidths, optimization of a two-mode non-
classical correlations and two-photon coupling efficien-
cies, which all have a crucial impact on the feasibility
of detection of the challenging QNG states. The pre-
sented implementation based on the process of SFWM
in a warm 87Rb vapor can benefit from a unique feasi-

bility of combination of these properties, while its un-
derlaying fundamental scheme is technically simple and
corresponds to a double-Λ configuration of electronic en-
ergy levels with a single counter-propagating laser exci-
tation [50, 56]. Fig. 1 depicts a simplified experimental
scheme and main source characteristics. We have imple-
mented several crucial improvements of our scheme [54]
which contributed to the simultaneous enhancement of
the overall two-photon coupling efficiency η2ph = PC/PAS

to up to 9.0 ± 0.2 % complemented by a more than a
tenfold improvement of generated Stokes MS and anti-
Stokes MAS photon detection rates and by a twofold in-
crease in photon coincidence rates to C = 7.7± 0.1 kHz
evaluated for the coincidence time window Tbin = 486 ps.
At the same time, sufficiently high nonclassical correla-
tions between Stokes and anti-Stokes fields on the order
of g

(2)
S,AS(0) ∼ 50, observable for low excitation powers,

could be maintained. The combination of the interaction
area corresponding to the spatial overlap of excitation
lasers and detection mode within the atomic ensemble
in the proximity of the vapor cell viewport [54], efficient
auxiliary optical pumping (OP) with a help of atomic po-
larization preserving coating of vapor cell [47], and par-
ticular polarization, spectral, and spatial filtering (FS,
FAS), provide conditions for sufficient two-photon cou-
pling efficiencies and, simultaneously, allow for the feasi-
bility of generation of very high nonclassical correlations
and low noise contribution in both Stokes and anti-Stokes
fields.

Optimal regime of photon correlations

Photon characteristics and correlations of light gener-
ated in the presented SFWM source, including the two-
photon coupling efficiency η2ph and g2S,AS(0) should be
theoretically relatively robust with respect to several con-
ventional excitation parameters including atomic temper-
ature, single-photon detuning of the excitation laser, and
its optical power. However, in a regime of a finite loss and
excess noise in the Stokes and anti-Stokes fields, the opti-
mization of g2S,AS(0) tends to favor a low photon rate due
to the random nature of background noise and quadratic
scaling of its contribution to false coincidences [57]. This
is competing with the practical feasibility of high rate
of three-photon detection events corresponding to the
heralding detection on single-photon avalanche photodi-
ode (SPAD) in the anti-Stokes detector and simultaneous
multi-photon detection P2+ in the Stokes channel with
sufficient statistics. In addition, for a given temperature
and atomic optical depth, the position of the interaction
area has a paramount impact on the absorption losses of
anti-Stokes field and on the corresponding source char-
acteristics. Its precise spatial alignment in the proximity
of the output viewport of atomic vapor cell allows for
the suppression of losses of the heralding near-resonant
anti-Stokes field and simultaneously for its broad spec-
tral width. The frequency spectrum of the two-photon
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FIG. 1. SFWM source and basic characteristics of the gener-
ated bi-photons. a) shows a simplified excitation geometry re-
alized with a single laser frequency with counter-propagating
collimated pump (P) and coupling (C) beams. Distance d
is defined between the center of the intersection of excita-
tion and observation spatial modes and the cell output view-
port along the pump beam propagation direction. The optical
pumping (OP) beam effectively covers this interaction area.
The Stokes (S) and anti-Stokes (AS) fields are selected by a
combination of Fabry-Pérot cavities, Glan-Thompson polariz-
ers, and optical cut-off filters, marked together as FS and FAS,
respectively. Spatial modes are set by the coupling into single-
mode fibers (SMF) in a two opposite directions. The energy
level scheme of 87Rb depicts the realized SFWM process cor-
responding to the emission of off-resonant Stokes and of near-
resonant anti-Stokes fields for the excitation laser set close to
the 5S1/2(F = 2) ↔ 5P1/2(F = 2) resonance. The graphs in
b) show basic characteristics of generated biphotons including
two-photon coupling efficiency η2ph and observed maxima of

the intensity correlation function g
(2)
S,AS(0) between single pho-

ton avalanche diodes (SPAD) in the heralding - anti-Stokes
channel and in the signal - Stokes channel. The inset shows
an example of g2S,AS(τ). Stokes MS, anti-Stokes MAS, and
coincidence C photo-detection rates are shown as red, blue,
and magenta data points, respectively. For comparison, QNG
marks an area where observation of QNG features is expected.

correlations gets purified by the attenuation of the res-
onant scattering and Raman noise in the Stokes chan-
nel, where light scattered within the interaction area tra-
verses through the long ensemble of atoms in the same
cell. The observed dependence of the source parame-
ters on the spatial position of the interaction region d
shown in the Fig. 1-b) demonstrates the strong effect of
the anti-Stokes filtering and corresponding losses on the

normalized intensity correlation function g
(2)
S,AS(0), two-

photon coupling efficiency η, and on detectable photon
rates. The simulations depicted as solid curves include
an independently estimated spatial overlap of atoms with
Gaussian excitation and observation optical modes, with
the scale of the resulting dependencies of photon detec-
tion rates fitted to Stokes MS and anti-Stokes MAS data.
The paramount role of the spatial alignment d in a large-
bandwidth SFWM source is strongly related to the corre-
sponding possibility of preservation of high nonclassical
correlations only on very fast timescales of a few nanosec-
onds, a limit imposed by decoherence rates of collective
excitations of thermal atoms [58]. We note that the ob-
served spatial dependence strongly depends on the in-
teraction length itself, which has been in our case set
to a full width at half maximum of 18 ± 2 mm along
the excitation direction, well below the value correspond-
ing to a SFWM phase mismatch of π [50]. We believe
that the proximity of the interaction area to the output
cell viewport together with a fast excitation regime are
crucial for achievement of QNG properties with SFWM
in warm atomic ensembles. Importantly, this approach
avoids commonly employed spectral filtering for enhance-
ment of the g2S,AS(0) and focuses on the suppression of
any intrinsic losses and preservation of temporally short
nonclassical correlations intrinsic to warm atom systems.

Temporal coherence

The potential of efficient interference and determinis-
tic coherent interaction of light is given by its modeness,
which effectively relates to a degree of purity of the quan-
tum state in all of its degrees of freedom. While the
polarization and spatial close-to a single-mode operation
is in our demonstration elementarily guaranteed by the
employment of a high extinction ratio Glan-Thompson
polarizers and single-mode optical fibers, temporal co-
herence has to be accessed by additional phase-sensitive
interferometric measurements. The measured heralded
intensity autocorrelation functions could, in principle,
consist of an incoherent mixture of several temporal en-
velopes corresponding to several spectral components.
This is particularly important to study in the case of
light generated from warm atomic vapors where a large
Doppler broadening results in incoherent spectral widths
of more than an order of magnitude larger than natu-
ral linewidths of employed transitions of alkali atoms.
On the other hand, the observable intensity correlations
g(2)(τ)S,AS already show signatures of intensity profiles
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FIG. 2. Measurements of the first degree of coherence g
(1)
S (τ)

of Stokes light. The coherence of heralded QNG light g
(1)
h,S(τ)

and of unconditioned Stokes field is shown as blue and green
plots, respectively. The insets show the heralded intensity

correlation function g
(2)
h,S(τ) evaluated from its direct mea-

surement as black data points and a scheme of Michelson
interferometer with a tunable relative path difference ∆s cov-
ering expectable heralded Stokes temporal wave-packets on

the order of ten ns. The measured g
(2)
h,S(τ) can be plausibly

reproduced by simulation employing the measured g
(2)
S,AS(τ)

and Stokes intensity profile IS(τ) estimated from the g
(2)
S (τ)

measurement in an unheralded regime, what suggests a close
to unity overlap between the unconditioned and heralded tem-
poral intensity functions of Stokes field.

much below the lifetime of the employed excited states,
which can be attributed to the collective nature of the
employed SFWM interaction [59–61].

We characterize the number of contributing spectral
and temporal modes of the generated Stokes-field by

analysis of the first degree of coherence g
(1)
S (τ). The co-

herence is measured in a Michelson interferometer with
up to approximately 4 m path difference which allows for
the relative time delays of more than τ ∼ 13 ns corre-
sponding to the extent of observed intensity wavepack-
ets. Fig. 2 shows first-order coherence functions evalu-
ated from the heralded measurement of the QNG Stokes

field g
(1)
h,S(τ), and g

(1)
S (τ) evaluated by including all pho-

tons detected in the Stokes channel from the same data
acquisition. They can be understood by considering spec-
tral properties of the four-wave-mixing and underlaying
phase matching condition, where the third-order suscep-
tibility χ(3) determining the biphoton spectral waveform
includes the enhancement due to the two-photon reso-
nance [47, 60]. Crucially, the coherence of the heralded
Stokes field is significantly enhanced compared to the
non-heralded case, which can be mostly attributed to the
residual electromagnetically-induced transparency spec-
tral filtering in the heralding anti-Stokes channel upon
passing the atomic ensemble and the corresponding post-
selection of Stokes photons through spectral correlations

implied by the phase matching conditions [47]. The ex-
ploitations of analogous spectral correlations have been
paramount to the design of SPDC photon sources and
their applications [62], while they remained largely unex-
plored in the SFWM domain. A dedicated study of spec-
tral correlation properties in SFWM sources will be part
of our next experimental efforts as it reaches beyond the
scope of this work. The quantitative comparison of the

temporal width of g
(1)
h,S(τ) with the corresponding inten-

sity envelope Ih,S(τ) resulted in the temporal mode num-
ber Mt = 1.43 ± 0.09. Here Ih,S(τ) has been evaluated

indirectly as follows. We used deconvolution of g
(2)
S (τ)

for accessing IS(τ) and verified that the following esti-
mation of intensity autocorrelation function of heralded

Stokes light g
(2)
h,S(τ) ≈ g

(2)
S /g

(2)
S,AS gives quantitatively

good agreement with the measurement. The measured

and simulated g
(2)
h,S(τ) shown in the inset of the Fig. 2 give

high overlap of 96 %, where the residual difference can be
partially attributed to the measurement noise. This justi-
fies the consideration of IS,h(τ) ∼ IS(τ) for the presented
evaluation of approximate number of modes in the her-

alded Stokes field. The measured g
(1)
h,S(0) = 0.963± 0.004

and g
(1)
S (0) = 0.971±0.003 differ slightly from ideal value

probably due to residual power drifts between the cali-
bration measurements with the coherent laser beam and
measurements with Stokes fields.

Quantum non-Gaussian light

We focus on an unambiguous proof of the QNG charac-
ter of conditionally generated Stokes field and estimation
of its temporal envelope. Here we discuss exclusively the
configuration with anti-Stokes trigger and Stokes signal
field, because strongly off-resonant Stokes field experi-
ences significantly smaller absorption losses and a cor-
responding enhancement of a two-photon coupling effi-
ciency. However, we have successfully observed the QNG
features also for the inverted configuration with signal
field corresponding to a near resonant anti-Stokes emis-
sion, see Supplementary information. We also expect fea-
sibility of optimization of the absorption parameters si-
multaneously for both of the two output channels by the
employment of the excitation scheme with independent
pump and coupling beams [47].

The QNG of the generated photonic states can be
proven by the evaluation of criteria based on the esti-
mated photon number probabilities [23, 55, 63]. In the
presented experiment, they are detected using a combi-
nation of a fiber-coupled single-photon avalanche photo-
diodes (SPADs). A single heralding SPAD is employed
in the anti-Stokes channel, while a pair of SPADs in the
signal-Stokes detection mode is arranged in the single-
mode fiber implementation of a Hanbury-Brown-Twiss
setup. In the case of the single-photon generation in the
presence of noise and losses, the heralded Stokes can be
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approximately described by

ρ ∼ P0|0〉〈0|+ P1|1〉〈1|+ P2+(

∞∑
n=2

|n〉〈n|). (1)

Here P0 and P1 correspond to probabilities of vacuum
and single photon states, respectively, and the probabil-
ity of multiphoton contributions P2+ = 1−P0 −P1. Im-
portantly, these probabilities provide a sufficient knowl-
edge of the photon statistics for the estimation of the
QNG properties of light emitted by a single-photon
source and, at the same time, can be unambiguously eval-
uated from photon autocorrelation measurements with
single-photon detectors [23, 24, 55, 63]. The sufficient
condition for proving the QNG properties of the detected
states can be then evaluated as [23, 63]

P2+ <
2

3
P 3
1 , (2)

which holds for states with P2+ � 1. Note, that this
criterion remains reliable also for multi-mode states of
light.

The evaluations of QNG features for the presented spa-
tial position characterization are depicted in the Fig. 3.
The coincidence time window has been optimized in steps
corresponding to an integer multiples of the fundamental
resolution of employed time-tagging device of 81 ps to
minimize the value P2+/P

3
1 , with resulting optimal value

Tbin = 5.67 ns. Generated photon statistical distribu-
tions surpass the criteria (2) for an interval of the posi-
tions of the interaction region d from−5 to−38 mm, with
a measured peak value at d = −19±2 mm corresponding
unambiguously to the QNG state. The observed trajec-
tory reflects a clear asymmetry of the observable Stokes
and anti-Stokes losses with respect to the position d,
which can be understood by considering a dominant sup-
pression of the heralding efficiency and of the two-photo
coupling efficiency for negative and positive values of d,
respectively. The evaluations of the corresponding prop-
erties of heralded intensity correlations of Stokes field
can be found in Supplementary materials. We analyse
the sensitivity of observed QNG features to losses and
to excess thermal noise in order to allow for its compari-
son with other sources and to estimate its feasibility for
interactions with target atomic ensembles in the pres-
ence of realistic noise contributions. The thermal light
with a close to ideal thermal statistics is generated by
SFWM process in another atomic cell, where the emis-
sion is collected without any conditioning on the anti-
Stokes detection. This effectively corresponds to trac-
ing of the anti-Stokes field in the two-mode output of
the SFWM and results in close to ideal photon bunching
and Bose-Einstein photon number probability distribu-
tion [57]. The realized thermal source emission is single-
mode and has a relatively narrow frequency bandwidth of
about 77 MHz set to allow for observation of close to the
ideal bunching value g(2)(τ = 0) = 1.95±0.03 observable
with a finite timing jitter of the employed SPADs. The

FIG. 3. Observed QNG features parameterized by photon
number probabilities P1 and P2+ of a single and multi-photon
events observed in the Stokes mode, respectively. The or-
ange data points show raw photodetection probabilities with
the corresponding simulation depicted by the orange solid
curve. The region of observability of QNG properties corre-
sponds to the shaded areas with the dashed thresholds given
by the Eq. 2. The QNG is unambiguously proved, despite
the large sensitivity of their detectability in the presented
feasible range of two-photon coupling efficiencies and corre-
sponding Stokes single photon probabilities P1. This sensitiv-
ity can be well characterized and quantified by measurement
of a QNG depth, which can be accessed by introduction of
an excess thermal noise [23, 33]. The resulting thermaliza-
tion trajectory for the interaction position of the interaction
area d = −1.9 cm is shown as green data points with the
thermal noise to Stokes signal ratio NSR = Nth/S explicitly
indicated. The corresponding theoretical model is derived
by considering mixing of the generated QNG state with an
ideal thermal light. The red dashed curve shows the eval-
uation of the dependence of the observed QNG features on
bare losses in the Stokes mode. The red dashed curve depicts
the threshold on the observability of the nonclassical char-
acter of measured photon statistics by conventional estima-
tion of the sub-Poissonian value of α parameter. The photon
statistics is accessed by detection arrangement consisting of
the balanced fiber splitter (FBS) with a fiber-coupled SPAD
in each output port shown in the inset. Optional addition
of thermal light has been implemented using the unbalanced
T:R=90:10 % beam-splitter (UBS).

depth of the generated QNG states is accessed by the
measurement of photon statistics of light resulting from
mixing of the generated QNG Stokes field with the ther-
mal light at the T:R=90:10 % unbalanced beam splitter
(UBS). The QNG light is sent to a high transmissivity
port to limit its loss. Fig. 3 shows the evaluated trajec-
tories for the state generated in the optimal regime of
the d-parameter for the case of ideal attenuation and for
the case of experimentally emulated thermalization with
states with mean thermal photon rate of N̄th. The ther-
malization threshold of observability of QNG properties
corresponds to the input thermal noise to Stokes signal
ratio NSR = Pth/P1 = 0.94 %, where Pth = NthTbin =
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(4.8 ± 0.4) × 10−4 is the probability of thermal photon
detection in a given time window. The simulation of the
effect of a bare linear optical loss in the Stokes chan-
nel for the same data point is shown as a green dashed
line. It suggests expectable preservation of the QNG ob-
servability for up to 43.4 % of optical loss. The residual
multiphoton contribution P2+ = (8.8±0.1)×10−5 is par-
tially given by the inevitable thermal noise contributions
to the detected Stokes mode coming from the comple-
mentary SFWM geometries [57] and by imperfect spatial
matching of the coupled Stokes and anti-Stokes modes.
The error bars shown for all data points presented in the
Fig. 3 were evaluated from a set of five consecutive mea-
surements and correspond to a single standard deviation
of the evaluated parameters. They thus mostly account
for a short term statistical uncertainties and don’t include
long term drifts of experimental parameters on timescales
of days or repeatability of the spatial alignment, which
were estimated independently to about ±0.3 % in the
two-photon coupling efficiency η. This corresponds to
the relative fluctuation of the mutual spatial alignment
of two fiber-coupled detection channels of 6 %, which ac-
counts for a visible shift between the set of green data
and the corresponding orange data point at d = −1.9 cm
with no excess thermal noise. We remind that, besides
the crucial role of estimation of QNG depth as general
and robust comparison of quality of QNG sources with
extensions beyond the optical domain [64], it can be also
employed for estimation of tolerance of generated QNG
properties against intrinsic noise sources and provide a
means for an unambiguous optimization of source pa-
rameters.

DISCUSSION

The QNG properties of light correspond to a
paramount resource in majority of prospective applica-
tions of quantum technologies [3, 8–11]. At the same
time, the ability to form hybrid quantum systems by con-
trollable interactions provably operating between many
QNG states is crucial for reaching their practically use-
ful limits. We have demonstrated a broadly applicable
and accessible experimental methodology for generation
and analysis of single-mode QNG states in SFWM pro-
cess with warm atoms. We have shown that photon
pairs emitted from SFWM process can provide a con-
ditional generation of statistical properties that prove a
new level of experimental control and, importantly, their
temporal coherence properties suggest close-to a single-
mode operation. The presented scheme with effectively
short warm atomic medium provides a high two-photon
coupling efficiency without compromising the amplitude
of the nonclassical correlations between anti-Stokes and
Stokes fields. At the same time, it allows for high pho-
ton rates, a necessary condition for feasibility of observa-
tion of QNG of photon fields approaching single-photon
Fock states in the presence of any residual noise and for

practical applicability of the generated QNG light. Im-
portantly, the natural availability of the natural thermal
light sources based on the same process could be em-
ployed for a direct experimental evaluation of thermal
depth of generated QNG properties, which confirmed an
unprecedentedly low thermal noise contribution in the
observed photon statistics of the generated Stokes light
field. We remind that we have additionally confirmed
that QNG regime is achievable also for the anti-Stokes
field, although with a quality and depth significantly
compromised by lower two-photon coupling efficiency due
to residual absorption of near-resonant photons. We
foresee significant enhancements of both heralding and
two-photon coupling efficiencies by a bare suppression
of the passive optical losses in our experiment, with a
feasible two-photon coupling efficiencies of about 32 %.
The presented generation of photonic single-mode QNG
states capable of a storage and controllable interaction
with a bandwidth compatible target atomic systems [65–
68] represents a crucial step for realization of distribu-
tion of quantum non-Gaussianity and its local or dis-
tributed processing. Together with advancements in the
realization of high-efficiency and low-noise optical quan-
tum memories [69–72], the presented source parameters
promise potential for an on-demand QNG light source.
Demonstrated close-to single-mode operation can pro-
vide the missing fundamental ingredient for an efficient
nonlinear interactions with QNG light in atomic ensem-
bles [73–75].

METHODS

In the following description of the SFWM experimen-
tal setup we focus only on parts which we found to be
paramount for generation and observation of the single-
mode QNG states. The SFWM is driven by a continuous-
wave single-frequency output of a Ti:Saphire laser blue-
detuned about ∆ = 400 MHz from the 5S1/2(F = 2) ↔
5P1/2(F = 2) transition. The excitation geometry corre-
sponds to a counter-propagating pump-coupling configu-
ration in a convenient retro-reflection setup. Excitation
of atoms prepared in the electronic ground state |g〉 =
5S1/2(F = 1) results in the excitation-emission cycles
|g〉 → |a1〉 → 5S1/2(F = 2)→ 5P1/2(F = 2)→ |g〉, where
|a1〉 corresponds to a virtual energy level red-detuned
from the 5P1/2(F = 2) by approximately 6.4 GHz. The
temperature of the cell was set to 323 K and excitation
beam power was 100 mW for all measurements except
where explicitly stated otherwise. We remind that a
small-angle scattering geometry with αsc ∼ 1.8 ± 0.1 ◦

is crucial for the suppression of decoherence of the col-
lective spin wave due to thermal atomic motion on short
timescales [58]. In addition, the Stokes to anti-Stokes
correlations are strongly enhanced by the introduction of
an auxiliary optical pumping beam set close to the reso-
nance with the 5S1/2(F = 2)↔ 5P3/2 transition together
with a paraffin coating deposited on the inner surfaces of
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the vapor cell, which substantially suppress the Raman
noise in the anti-Stokes mode [47, 49]. The polariza-
tion and spatial degrees of freedom of generated photon
pairs are defined by the phase matching condition, which,
in the implemented standing-wave excitation geometry
and double-λ energy level scheme, results in a conve-
nient counter-propagating detection directions and iden-
tical linear polarizations [50, 56]. The polarization and
spatial single modeness of Stokes and anti-Stokes fields
is guaranteed by the combination of Glan-Thompson po-
larizer and single-mode optical fibers in each detection
channel. The spatial optimization of a coupling to a
pair of single-mode optical fibers is optimized to max-
imize the mutual spatial mode overlap using an auxil-
iary off-resonant optical beam passing from the Stokes
to the anti-Stokes optical fiber, with the resulting overall
coupling efficiency matching well an independently esti-
mated optical losses of about 79 %. The full width of the
waist of the observation Gaussian mode at the position

of the interaction area, which is defined as an overlap
of the observation and excitation optical modes, corre-
sponds to 95 ±5 µm. Fabry-Pérot filters in both herald-
ing and signal arms have a FWHM frequency bandwidth
of 900 ± 10 MHz and are tuned to maximize the trans-
mission of the anti-Stokes and Stokes fields, respectively.
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:
SINGLE-MODE QUANTUM NON-GAUSSIAN

LIGHT FROM WARM ATOMS

SOURCE OPTIMIZATION

The measured power and temperature dependence of
the observability of QNG properties from the SFWM
source in the heralding anti-Stokes and Stokes regimes
are shown in the Fig. S1-a) and b), respectively. The
robust dependence of the unambiguous observability of
QNG on both the excitation laser power and the number
of atoms in the cell for considered anti-Stokes trigger pro-
vides a good perspective towards scaling of the generated
QNG states to higher genuine QNG features [S33] and
realization of efficient interferometric interactions with
target photonic or atomic systems. The presented pho-
ton number probabilities were evaluated from measured
time-tagged photo-counts with time bin widths set to
Tbin = 5.67 ns. The basic scaling of the photon number
probabilities P1 and P2+ on the number of contributing
atoms corresponding to the temperature of the cell T is
in both cases dominantly determined by a quadratic be-
haviour of the random contribution of noise to P2 and lin-
ear increase of heralded single-photon signal correspond-
ing to the desired SFWM output [S47, S57]. In addition,
a nontrivial character manifested by the decrease of the
P1 for very high excitation beam powers corresponds to
saturation of the enhancement of directionality of collec-
tively emitted photons due to the enhancement of cou-
pling Rabi frequency on timescales of decoherence of the
collective spin wave due to thermal atomic motion [S58].
This is observable consistently in independent measure-
ments for both Stokes and anti-Stokes heralding cases.
This is complemented by the increase of the probability
of heralding with noise photons for high optical powers.
The increase in P1 with temperature can be analogously
mostly attributed to the enhancement of directionality
of the emission in the phase-matched direction. We note
that in the presented scheme of frequency degenerate and
counter-propagating pump-coupling laser beams, the un-
avoidable noise contributions in both Stokes and anti-
Stokes fields is at least 50 % of the detected light, because
the detectors can’t distinguish between equally probable
scattering from the two beams with opposite wave vec-
tors. This necessarily implies the contribution of events
where the detected fields have been scattered at a close
to π angle geometry, i.e. backward, which in the case of
warm atoms leads to a loss of the two-photon correlation
even for large coupling beam powers [S58]. The esti-
mated corresponding limit on the achievable two-photon
coupling efficiency in the anti-Stokes heralding config-
uration results to ηmax

2ph ≈ ηopt,S × 0.5 = 0.17, where
ηopt,S = 0.34 corresponds to independent conservative es-
timation of optical transmission and detection efficiency
in the Stokes channel.

The situation is very different for the reversed config-
uration, where Stokes field provides the heralding events

50 mW 
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300 mW 

30 mW 50 °C 
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57 °C 
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65 °C
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a)

b)

FIG. S1. The measured dependence of the photon statistics
of the heralded fields on the SFWM excitation beam power
and temperature of the atomic cell shown with blue circles
and red squares, respectively. The dark areas mark the QNG
regions. The a) shows the corresponding behaviour for the
heralded Stokes field and b) in the heralded anti-Stokes field.
In the power dependence measurements, the temperature has
been set to T = 55◦ C. For the temperature dependence mea-
surements, the power has been set to 100 mW and 50 mW for
the graphs a) and b), respectively. The dashed lines serve to
guide the eye with arrows marking the direction of increase of
the studied parameter. The error bars correspond to a single
standard deviation evaluated statistically from a set of five
measurements. The inset in a) shows the detail of the area
close to the QNG threshold around the data point at 50 mW.

and anti-Stokes is the corresponding signal. The posi-
tion of the interaction area was iteratively optimized to
d = −1.9 cm. As anticipated, the two-photon coupling
efficiency determining the single photon probability P1 is
in the case of near-resonant anti-Stokes emission signifi-
cantly suppressed by the absorption losses. The severity
of this effect is obvious from the observable dependence
on the basic source parameters shown in the Fig. S1-b).
Although the functional behaviour is analogous to that
observed in the Stokes signal field, more than a threefold
decrease of the two-photon coupling efficiency and the
corresponding P1 makes the observability of the QNG
barely feasible.
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FIG. S2. Experimental characterizations of the dependence
of observable nonclassical statistical character of the heralded
Stokes field on position d and on the amount of added thermal
noise. The evaluated α and D parameters are shown in graphs
a) and b), respectively. Please note, that the point at d =
1.1 cm gives α = 0.4±0.1, which is out of the displayed scale.

CHARACTERIZATIONS OF
NONCLASSICALITY

The nonclassical character of the heralded Stokes field
was evaluated using a two different parameterizations
with complementary phenomenological features. They
employ measured time-tagged photon detection events
from the Hanbury Brown and Twiss (HBT) setup with
two single-photon avalanche photodiodes (SPADs). The
time-tagged photo-counts are processed with time bin
widths Tbin = 5.67 ns.

A conventional parameter α = Pc/(Ps)
2 is employed

for the estimation of the sub-Poissonian features without
a direct sensitivity to photon losses, see the Fig. S2-a).
Here the probability of singles Ps has been evaluated as a
geometric mean of the probability of single photon detec-
tion on the two detectors in the fiber Hanbury-Brown and
Twiss setup and Pc is the probability of photon coinci-
dence. We additionally prove the nonclassical behaviour
of the generated Stokes states by evaluation of the posi-
tivity of the witness parameter D = P0−

√
P00, where P0

and P00 are the probability of no photon detection event
in the given time-bin on a particular SPAD and the prob-
ability of no detection on both SPADs, respectively [S76].
Crucially, value of D is insensitive to Poissonian noise
while, contrary to the α, it is directly dependent on op-
tical losses. Although the probabilities of photon non-
detection rates P0, P00 and photon number probabilities
P1, P2 are not independent and parameters α,D can be
evaluated one from the other, trajectories in the two rep-
resentations can directly reveal different aspects of the
observed nonclassicality. Fig. S2-b) shows the evaluated
parameter D normalized to its maximal value Dmax in
order to achieve the optimal scale of the observable de-
pendence. While both parameters unambiguously point
to the nonclassical character for all measured positions d
and for all probed noise to signal ratios NSR given by the
probability of detection of the added thermal light Pth,
presented functional behaviours give insight into different
underlaying phenomena. The dependence of α is clearly
monotonously deteriorated by addition of thermal noise,
which has no visible impact on the D. This is expectable
in the presented limit of low thermal noise amplitude, in
which Poissonian and thermal noise photon probability
distributions are almost indistinguishable. The depen-
dence on the position of the interaction area d results in
higher observable significant effect on D, which is sensi-
tive also to bare loss of photons in the signal Stokes chan-
nel, while α is mostly limited by the SFWM Stokes noise
caused by a decrease of the heralding efficiency in the
anti-Stokes channel. The simulation of the measured be-
haviour for different d parameters shown as orange solid
curves employs precisely estimated spatial overlap of the
interaction region with atoms in the cell in the proxim-
ity of the output viewport and absorption losses for the
anti-Stokes field upon passing the atoms scaled by the
Beer–Lambert law with position d. The error bars corre-
spond to a single standard deviation and were estimated
from a set of five consecutive measurements. We remind
that the NSR = Pth/P1 = 0.94 %, where Pth = NthTbin.
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